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Abstract. Hélia, Heloísa and Helena are the new Text-to-Speech (TTS) systems
for European Portuguese, Brazilian Portuguese and Galician, respectively,
using state of the art HTS (HMM-based speech synthesis) technology
developed at Microsoft. The three TTS systems are presented together as they
share most of their modules, namely the same back-end engine and most of the
front-end rules. The main differences lie in the language resources. Another
difference is the development stage and development goals: Hélia and Heloísa
are in RTM (Release to Marketing) version and were integrated in Microsoft
products, while Helena is in Beta version and was developed within a R&D
project with University of Vigo. In this session, the systems will be shown
using the Windows Speech Application.
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1 Introduction
Portuguese is among the top 7 languages of the world by number of native speakers
[1] and occupies the third place in the ranking of world’s western languages.
However, the existing TTS systems for Portuguese are still not as many as one could
expect, although the main speech technology companies (Acapela, Loquendo,
Nuance, Verbio) have at least one available voice for each flavor of Portuguese.
Despite the apparent maturity of many commercial TTS systems in Portuguese, with a
very acceptable level of intelligibility, most of those systems fail in some front-end
related areas, such as in text normalization, homograph disambiguation, out-ofvocabulary words (like foreign words) and opened domain sentences, word stress
marks and liaison phenomena. Besides, most of the commercialized TTS systems use
Unit-Selection based technology, which may have some disadvantages when
compared with HTS: Unit-Selection requires more memory and storage cost (~2030% more), mainly because of the large voice font, which turns out to be also more
expensive, and involves more tuning effort in the phone boundaries’ concatenation.

Microsoft developed Hélia and Heloísa, the European (EP) and Brazilian Portuguese
(BP) synthetic voices using HTS, a highly intelligible and computationally light
technology in order to be integrated in the main Microsoft Unified Communications
solutions. Galician, on the other hand, is a regional language spoken in the northwest
of Spain, considered by many as an endangered language due to the historical and
socio-political influence of Spanish. But Galician is historically and linguistically
closer to Portuguese, being considered by some as a variant of Portuguese. This
proximity explains the sharing of most of the front-end modules used in the
Portuguese TTS systems as demonstrated in [2]. The Galician TTS system Helena is a
joint R&D project developed between Microsoft and the University of Vigo with no
commercial purposes. Helena will be soon available for demo in a public website.

2 System’s Description, Tests and Conclusions
The TTS architecture used in these systems was already described for BP in [3]. Since
phonetics is the main linguistic difference between EP, BP and Galician, the major
investment was made on language resources (lexicon, plain text and corpora with
POS tagging, voice font) and testing corpora. Most of the front-end rules could be
used from EP with a few adaptations, namely the Sentence Separator, Word Splitter,
Text Normalization, Liaison and Homograph Disambiguation modules. The general
system workflow, voice talent selection process, back-end and testing procedure was
the same. The testing phase represents nearly 1/3 of the product life cycle [3] and
ends with an overall voice quality test involving between 20-40 native speakers. In
general, listeners preferred HTS-based systems when compared against unit selectionbased systems, because the former are highly intelligible and more accurate,
especially when dealing with open domain sentences, despite complaining about the
well known issues associated with HTS technology: oversmoothing in some sounds,
some flat prosody and background buzz. Although Helena (Galician TTS) is in a beta
version (which basically means that the front-end modules are not complete), HTS
showed much better results than a unit-selection based system. In this demo session,
Hélia, Heloísa and Helena will be available for trials using the Windows Speech
Application.
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